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Adaptive Transmission of Multi-Layered Video over
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Abstract— In this paper, adaptive transmission of scalable
multi-layered video with quality of service (QoS) assurance over
wireless channels is studied. By properly formulating the channel
fading as a finite state Markov channel (FSMC) model, three rate
adaptation schemes, namely, assured-rate-allocation, neighbor-
interleaving, and swing-loaded schemes, are proposed to exploit
the inherent multiplexing gain. An analytical model for QoS
performance evaluation of video transmission over time-varying
erroneous channels is derived. The accuracy of the analytical
model is validated by simulations. Analytical and simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed rate adaptation schemes
can effectively improve the channel utilization and the system
throughput.

Index Terms— Multi-layered video, channel adaptive rate al-
location, QoS provisioning, differentiated QoS, Rayleigh fading,
finite state Markov channel (FSMC), wireless resource allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS Internet video services are expecting to
be extensively deployed with the increasing real-time

Internet video applications and the fast evolution of wireless
networks. Unlike voice and data services, video applications
consume relatively large bandwidth and require heterogeneous
quality of service (QoS) requirements in terms of delay, bit
error rate (BER) and video quality. However, providing static
QoS satisfaction for video applications over wireless Internet
is difficult due to the scarce radio resource and the dynamics
of the available system capacity [1]. Therefore, statistical
QoS becomes necessary since otherwise the resource will
be extremely underutilized. Recently, multi-layered scalable
video encoding has been used at the application layer, which
provides opportunity to fast adapt a video source to the time-
variant system capacity [1], [2]. How to adaptively transmit
layered video streams over wireless fading channels with
satisfactory QoS and efficient wireless resource utilization
becomes an open and challenging research issue.

For a multi-layered video source, each layer may have the
same QoS requirements and all layers can be transmitted
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together. This is called integrated QoS provisioning. On the
other hand, different layers may have different QoS require-
ments, and resource allocation should consider each layer
separately with differentiated QoS provisioning. There are a
number of papers in the literature reporting on delivering
video streams or multimedia traffic over wireless time-varying
channels [3]–[13]. In [3], a Markov model based analytical
approach is proposed. The model is characterized by switched
batch Bernoulli processes with finite buffer size and has
memory space specified by the buffer size. A limitation
is that the Markov space may be too large if the buffer
size is large in real-time applications. Moreover, because of
the variable capacity, the QoS parameter obtained from the
finite buffer model cannot be directly related to the delay
requirement. In [4], an analytical upper bound for delay outage
is obtained. Since the upper bound is kind of loose, designing
rate adaption strategies based on such upper bound may not be
efficient. A rate allocation scheme for optimal joint source and
channel coding and an adaptive resource allocation scheme
for scalable video transmission are proposed in [5] and [6],
respectively. However, both schemes are based on the criterion
of minimum-distortion or minimum-power consumption. An
analytical model for rate allocation and QoS performance
analysis is proposed in [7], where the partitioning of the
Markov channel model has to match the traffic pattern. In
[8], adaptive video transmission is discussed for wideband
code division multiple access (WCDMA) systems. However,
rate adaptation for layered video over time-varying wireless
channels is not discussed. The simulation study of QoS
performance is the focus of [9]–[11], which, however, may
not fully reveal the relation between QoS provisioning and
channel adaptive rate allocation. Another common approach is
an effective capacity (EC) scheme [12], [13]. The main idea
of the EC scheme is to impose a constraint on the source
rate based on the QoS requirements and the time-varying
channel capacity. The QoS requirements can be guaranteed
if the source rate does not exceed the imposed constraint.
However, the EC scheme is conservative in the sense that it
overlooks the potential multiplexing gain and therefore may
underutilize the system resource.

In this paper, adaptive transmission of scalable multi-
layered video with QoS assurance over wireless channels is
studied. The system employs adaptive channel coding in which
the code rate adapts to the channel dynamics. With adaptive
channel coding, the channel fading process is partitioned into
a finite number of states at the code switching points, resulting
in a Markov service rate process. We then propose three rate
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adaptation schemes, namely, assured-rate-allocation, neighbor-
interleaving, and swing-loaded, for a single layer transmission
by exploiting the inherent multiplexing gain. A novel analyti-
cal model is developed and a closed form packet loss rate due
to delay and channel error is derived. After that, joint QoS
provisioning among different layers, namely, differentiated and
integrated QoS provisioning, is further discussed.

The major contribution of this paper is two-fold: i) an
analytical model is derived for QoS performance analysis;
ii) adaptive rate allocation schemes are proposed for multi-
layered video transmission over wireless channels with QoS
assurance, which can effectively improve the channel utiliza-
tion and video throughput.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the system model which captures the features of
layered video transmission, adaptive channel coding, and the
propagation channel model. In Section III, channel partition
and efficient rate adaptation schemes are proposed, and an
analytical model is derived for QoS performance analysis.
Section IV discusses differentiated and integrated QoS pro-
visioning. Numerical results are given in Section V, followed
by conclusions in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

With MPEG-4 codec, a video source can be encoded
into a base layer (BL) which contains the most important
information, and an enhanced layer (EL) which provides
additional information for better video quality [2]. The EL
can be further split into several sub-layers. The layered video
can be structured to adaptively fit the variable capacity due to
fluctuations resulting from channel fading, mobility, etc. In a
layered video, different layers may have heterogeneous QoS
requirements depending on the importance of the information
they are involved. In general, the BL has a more stringent
QoS requirement than the ELs since the correctness of the
ELs is based on the correct reception of the BL. In this paper,
a higher priority and more stringent QoS requirements are set
to the BL so that the dropping of the ELs due to error in the
BL is not detrimental.

Fig. 1 shows the system model of adaptive multi-layered
video transmission over a downlink wireless fading channel.
The full-layered video stream, which is received by the base
station (BS) from the source node via the core network, is
adaptively transmitted to a mobile station (MS) through the
wireless medium. In the BS, the packets of BL and ELs are
stored in two separate transmit buffers before transmission1.
Both BL and ELs maintain their own buffers and manage
their own link layer retransmissions. The erroneous pack-
ets will be selectively retransmitted by assuming that the
acknowledgement can be received in one frame time such
that retransmission can be carried out in the next frame. The
packets successfully received within the delay bound are then
decoded at the receiver. Rate adaptation primarily satisfies
the transmission of the BL while the ELs are adaptively
transmitted subject to the availability of the residual capacity.

1Usually the base and enhanced layers are not independent. We assume
that the dependency can be recovered at the receiver buffer.
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Fig. 1. Adaptive multi-layered video transmission over the wireless medium.

Adaptive forward error correction (FEC) is applied. The
number of error correction bits is adaptively chosen to match
the channel BER so that the throughput is maximized [16],
[17]. In this paper, without loss of generality, an (n, k) BCH
linear block code with sufficient interleaving is considered,
where n is the block length, k is the number of information
bits, and k/n is the code rate. When BCH is strictly used for
error correction on a channel with BER p, the probability of
decoding error is upper bounded by [19]

PE ≤
n∑

i=t+1

(n
i )pi(1 − p)n−i (1)

where t is the random-error-correction capacity of the code.
Let each link layer packet consist of n1 code blocks. The link
layer packet error rate becomes

PERlink = 1 − (1 − PE)n1 = 1 − (
t∑

i=0

(n
i )pi(1 − p)n−i)n1 ,

(2)
and the information throughput can be calculated as

U =
k

n
(1 − PE)n1 . (3)

Fig. 2 shows the throughput of an adaptive FEC with n =
255, n1 = 20 and different k values. It can be seen that as
the channel BER increases, the throughput decreases for fixed
(n, k). However, if k can be switched at certain BER values,
such as the crossover points shown in the figure, the overall
throughput can be significantly improved. Details on how to
choose such switching points will be provided in the next
section.

The wireless Rayleigh fading channel can be represented
as a finite state Markov channel (FSMC) model [14], [15]. In
FSMC, the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is partitioned
into N states. Transitions can exist between adjacent states or
spread over the whole state space depending on the partition
scheme used and the mobile speed. The steady-state probabil-
ity of the ith state is πi =

∫ γi+1

γi
p(γ)dγ, i = 1, ..., N , where

γi is the SNR threshold for the ith state and p(γ) denotes the
probability density function of SNR. If the transitions happen
only between adjacent states, the transition probabilities can
be approximated as [14]

pi,i+1 ≈ A(γi+1)Tm

πi
, i = 1, ..., N − 1 (4)

pi,i−1 ≈ A(γi)Tm

πi
, i = 2, ..., N (5)
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Fig. 2. Throughput for adaptive FEC using BCH (n,k) code, n=255.

where Tm is the frame length and A(γi) is the level crossing
rate, which can be calculated in one direction as

A(γ) =
√

2πγ

γ0
fmexp(− γ

γ0
). (6)

In (6), fm denotes the maximum Doppler frequency and γ0

is the average SNR.

III. ADAPTIVE RATE ALLOCATION

In this section, adaptive rate allocation schemes are de-
veloped for a multi-layered video transmission with efficient
channel utilization and QoS assurance. For a multi-layered
video source, the total assigned bandwidth, referred to as sys-
tem bandwidth, for both information and error correction bits
is assumed fixed. Since the number of error correction bits may
be increased or decreased subject to channel fluctuations, the
bandwidth allocated for information bits varies accordingly.
Assume channel information is available at the BS and the
code rate is switched on a frame-by-frame basis. In what
follows, we first present two channel partition methods for
FSMC generation and reveal the characteristics of the resultant
Markov service rate process (MSRP). We then discuss the
channel efficiency and QoS assurance for BL transmission,
and provide a QoS performance analysis model which can be
generalized for BL, ELs and integrated BL/EL transmissions.

A. Partition of the FSMC

The partition of an FSMC is quite flexible and subject to
specific applications. The partitioning criteria can be based on
equal steady-state probability or equal residence time duration
of each state [14], [15]. In this paper, we consider a new
partition criterion that maximizes the average throughput.
Without loss of generality, we consider an adaptive BCH block
coding with nearly equal capacity interval, i.e., ki+1−ki

n �
ki−ki−1

n , where ki/n is the code rate in the ith state.
As shown in Fig. 2, switching the code rate at clearly

defined crossover points produces a best overall throughput
[16]. The values of BER corresponding to crossover points
are referred to as cross-BERs. However, for real-time video
traffic with a stringent delay bound, only a limited number of

retransmissions are allowed. Since the PER near cross-BERs
may be relatively large, the increasing number of retransmis-
sions may degrade the throughput and the QoS satisfaction
of the real-time video. In order to combat such drawback
of the cross-BERs, alternative switching points are corner-
BERs (points), which can be found by setting a threshold
εth on the maximum PER of a certain code rate such that
PERlink≤ εth. Corner-BER is named because the switching
is at the corner point where the throughput slope drops sharply
for a given code rate. Obviously, cross-BER can provide larger
throughput with loose QoS while corner-BER is more suitable
for stringent QoS at the cost of throughput because of the cut-
off effect.

In general, it is convenient to use SNR to represent channel
status because it is easier to measure than BER. For a Gaussian
channel and a given modulation scheme, such as BPSK, the
relationship between SNR, γ, and the corresponding BER is
given by

γ = 0.5 ∗ [F−1(1 − BER)]2 (7)

where F−1 is the inverse cumulative function of Gaussian
distribution. For a given corner-BER or cross-BER, the resul-
tant SNR can be set as the threshold to segment the Markov
channel process. Since the fading channel can be modeled
by an FSMC and the channel partitioning is affiliated with
adaptive coding, the service rate is also a Markov process with
the same characteristics as the FSMC, referred to as Markov
service rate process.

A larger number of partitioned channel states is better for
accurate modelling of the FSMC and providing sufficient
granularity of the underlying Markov service rate process.
However, if the number of states is too large, the residence
duration on each state could become too short for practically
estimating the channel conditions. To determine a suitable
number of states in FSMC, a minimum average residence
duration, τ0, is set on each state such that τi ≥ τ0, where
τi is the average residence duration on state i, i = 1, ..., N ,
and is a function of level crossing [14]:

τi =
πi

A(γi) + A(γi+1)

=
1

fm
· πi√

2πγi

γ0
exp(− γi

γ0
) +

√
2πγi+1

γ0
exp(−γi+1

γ0
)
. (8)

B. Efficient base layer transmission

For differentiated QoS provisioning, a priority based scheme
should be used for bandwidth allocation to each layer. In other
words, the most important BL should be given the highest
priority, and the remaining resource is then allocated to less
important layers. Consider an L-layered video source. The
instantaneous bandwidth allocation to each layer should satisfy

W1(t) + W2(t) + · · · + WL(t) = W (9)

where Wj(t), j = 1, ..., L, is the time-varying bandwidth
allocation for layer j with QoS assurance, and W is the total
bandwidth available. Therefore, for an N -state FSMC model
with a code rate {ki/n} at state i, the effective state dependent
service rate for layer j becomes

rj,i(t) = ki · Wj(t)/n, i = 1, 2, . . . , N. (10)
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Without loss of generality, we consider two different QoSs
for BL and ELs, and W1(t) and W2(t) are the bandwidth
allocations, respectively.

For BL transmission, let uBL, vBL = {vBL,i}, and rBL =
{rBL,i}, i = 1, ...N , represent the source rate, state dependent
retransmission rate and service rate, respectively. If uBL is
constant and the service rate at state i satisfies

rBL,i ≥ uBL[1 + δi] ≥ uBL + vBL,i (11)

where δi > 0 is a state dependent parameter which will be cal-
culated later, the packet dropping rate due to buffer overflow
may be close to zero (there is no buffer accumulation in each
state). If channel coding provides sufficiently small PER, the
total packet loss rate can become negligibly small. We call
the approach assured-rate-allocation, where the bandwidth
allocation for both information and error correction bits of
the BL at state i is

W1,i = (n/ki) · uBL · [1 + δi]. (12)

Since wireless resource is scarce and the delay tolerance
allows video packets to be buffered for a while before
transmission, the channel multiplexing gain (besides adaptive
coding) should be investigated. In other words, the packets
can be buffered at some states (which might incur higher error
rates), and then rate-compensated at other states (which might
incur lower error rates). Specifically, consider two neighboring
states i and i + 1, where state i + 1 has a better channel
condition. Let W ′

1,i = (n/ki) · uBL · [1 − α] and W ′
1,i+1 =

(n/ki+1) · uBL · [1 + α], 0 ≤ α < 1, ki < ki+1, i.e., we hold
some packets at state i and compensate for their transmissions
at state i + 1. Assume there is no error or retransmission. If
πi = πi+1, the inter-state gain is

(
n

ki
+

n

ki+1
) · πi · uBL − (W ′

1,i + W ′
1,i+1)πi

= (1/ki − 1/ki+1) · n · uBL · απi.

In general, we introduce α and β, the two tunable parameters
with 0 ≤ α, β < 1. If (−α) is associated with a state, the state
is overloaded and the buffer occupancy increases. Otherwise,
if (+β) is associated with a state, the state is underloaded and
the buffer tends to empty. Applying this to all the states, we
can obtain a space with interleaved overload and underload
states. Two interleaving methods are considered. One is that
the overload and underload states are strictly interleaved with
the coefficient vector θ = [..., 1−α, 1+β, 1−α, 1+β, ...]. We
call it neighbor-interleaving; the other is that the overload or
underload states are clustered to one swing with θ = [..., 1 −
α, 1−α, 1+β, 1+β, ...], which is called swing-loaded. In either
way, the bandwidth allocation at state i can be represented in
a general form as

W ′
1,i = (n/ki) · uBL · θi (13)

where θi is the ith element of θ. The tunable parameters, α
and β, are determined based on the packet loss probability
provided in Section III-C. Given θ, the bandwidth utilization
improvement over the assured-rate-allocation scheme can be
obtained by

ξBL =

∑
i∈I(W1,i · πi) −

∑
i∈I(W

′
1,i · πi)∑

i∈I(W1,i · πi)
(14)

where I is the set of states that involve in state interleaving.

C. QoS performance analysis

In this subsection, the packet loss probability and the
resource utilization efficiency of the proposed adaptive rate
allocation schemes are analyzed.

Consider an N -state Markov service rate process. By taking
into account the possible retransmissions, the approximate
effective arrival rates (including new transmission and retrans-
missions) are {ui + vi} and u1 + v1 ≤ u2 + v2 ≤ · · · ≤
uN + vN , where ui and vi denote the source and the average
retransmission rates, respectively. Let the service rates be ri,
i = 1, ..., N . For the channel with a state dependent average
packet error rate εi, an upper bound of the mean retransmission
rate can be calculated as

vi ≤ (1 − εi)
1 − 2εi

⎛
⎝∑

εjpjiuj

j∈{j:uj<rj}
+

∑
εjpjirj

j∈{j:uj >rj}

⎞
⎠ , i, j = 1, ..., N

(15)
where pij is the state transition probability of the Markov
service rate process from state i to state j. If ui = uBL, ui <
ri, and εi = ε, (11) can be rewritten as

rBL,i ≥ uBL[1 +
(1 − ε)ε
1 − 2ε

N∑
j=1

pji]. (16)

Obviously, δi = 1 + (1−ε)ε
1−2ε

∑N
j=1 pji, i, j = 1, ..., N , for

assured-rate-allocation.
Let P ={pij} be the state transition matrix of the Markov

service rate process. Since the underlying Markov service rate
process has the same characteristics as the FSMC, P can be
calculated based on (4) and (5) when the mobility is low.
Since the transition mainly occurs between the neighboring
states, the transition matrix P is dense along the principal
diagonal. When the mobility is relatively fast, the transition is
not limited to neighboring states and the transition matrix P
becomes defused around the principal diagonal and spreads
over all the states. In either case, slow or fast mobility, P
can be obtained by numerical methods, e.g., by monitoring a
certain number of SNR sequences over time. The stationary
probability Ω= (π1, ..., πN ) is independent of mobility and
can be obtained by

πi = exp(− γi

γ0
) − exp(−γi+1

γ0
), i = 1, . . . , N (17)

The generator matrix MN of the Markov service rate process
can then be obtained by MN =I− P, where I is a N × N
identity matrix.

We apply the fluid-flow approach [18] to analyze the queu-
ing behavior of the transmit buffer by solving the following
linear vector differential equation

dFN (x)
dx

= FN (x)MND−1
N (18)

where FN (x) = [F1(x), F2(x), · · · , FN (x)], Fi(x) = Pr[X ≤
x, S = i], X and S are random variables denoting the buffer
occupancy and the state of the Markov service rate process,
respectively, and DN = diag.[ui + vi − ri], 1 ≤ i ≤ N .

The solution of (18) can be readily obtained as

Fi(x) = πi +
∑

j∈{zj<0}
ajΦjie

zjx = πi −
∑

j∈{zj<0}
wjie

zjx

(19)
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where i = 1, . . . , N , (zj ,Φj = [Φj1,Φj2, · · · , Φj2N ]) is
the (eigenvalue, eigenvector) pair satisfying the eigenvalue
equation zjΦjDN = ΦjMN , 1 ≤ j ≤ N , aj’s are the
coefficients, and wji ≥ 0 is the weight to be determined.

Since the real-time traffic has stringent delay requirement,
the packet will be dropped if its transmission delay exceeds a
threshold. Given the delay bound is D frames, a set of virtual
buffer bounds {xi(D), i = 1, 2, . . . , N} can be determined
for each state of the Markov process, which is defined as the
virtual buffer length corresponding to the delay bound D. Let
ZF = {i ∈ N |ui + vi > ri} and ZE = {i ∈ N |ui + vi < ri}
denote the set of overload and underload states, respectively.
In the underload states, the buffer occupancy is low so that
Pr[X > xi(D), S = i|i ∈ ZE ] = πi−Fi(xi(D)|i ∈ ZE) = 0,
or

∑
j∈{zj<0}

wjie
zjxi(D) = 0. As a result, for all the underload

states, wji = 0. In the overload states, Pr[X > xi(D), S =
i|i ∈ ZF ] = πi−Fi(xi(D) | i ∈ ZF ) =

∑
j∈{zj<0}

wjie
zjxi(D).

The probability of buffer overflowing a virtual bound in an
overload state, Gi(x), equals the weighted summation of ex-
ponentials with negative eigenvalues associated with overload
states, i.e.,

Gi(x) =
∑

j∈{zj<0}
wjie

zjx. (20)

Asymptotically, Gi(x) can be governed by a few significant
eigenvalues (the negative eigenvalues with small magnitude).
The significant eigenvalues include the dominant (the largest
negative) eigenvalue and several next largest negative eigen-
values, and are denoted by {z∗j , j = 1, ..., J}, where J is the
number of significant eigenvalues.

If all weights are equal, i.e., wji = wi, j = 1, ..., J , then
wi of an overload state i can be obtained by solving

Gi(0+) =
J∑

j=1

wie
z∗

j ·0+
=

(ui + vi − ri)πT
i

ΩuT
, (21)

i.e., wi = (ui + vi − ri) · πT
i /[J · ΩuT ], where u = {ui,

i = 1, 2, . . . , N}.
Considering that ri(t = 0) is the service rate at time t = 0,

xi(D) =
D−1∑
j=0

ri(t = j) is a random variable depending on

the service rates of the next D frames. The expected value of
xi(D) can be obtained as

xi(D) = E

⎡
⎣D−1∑

j=0

ri(t = j)

⎤
⎦

.= ri(0)

⎛
⎝1 +

N∑
j=1

p
(1)
ij +

N∑
j=1

p
(2)
ij + · · · +

N∑
j=1

p
(D−1)
ij

⎞
⎠ (22)

where p
(m)
ij is the (i, j)th element of the transition probability

matrix P(m)= Pm after m evolutions, m = 1, ..., D − 1.
Denote td the time from the moment of a packet arrived at the
transmit buffer to the moment when the packet is successfully

received at the receiver. We have

Pr[td > D, S = i] = Gi[X > xi(D)]

.=
J∑

j=1

wie
z∗

j xi(D)

=
J∑

j=1

wi · exp[zj · ri(0)(1 +
N∑

j=1

p
(1)
ij + · · · +

N∑
j=1

p
(D−1)
ij )].

(23)

The total packet dropping probability Pd(D) due to delay
exceeding the delay bound is given by

Pd(D) = Pr[td > D] =
∑

i∈ZF

J∑
j=1

wie
z∗

j xi(D). (24)

If an erroneous packet is within its delay bound, it can
be continuously retransmitted until it is correctly received
or exceeds the delay bound. Given that the delay bound is
D frames, the round trip acknowledgement can be received
within one frame, and the average channel error rate is ε, the
total packet loss probability PL due to delay and channel error
can be obtained as

PL(D) .=
D−1∑
i=0

εi · Pd(D − i). (25)

Equation (25) is a conservative evaluation of the packet
loss probability when ε is small. The channel utilization
(efficiency) is the ratio of the average successfully received
throughput and the average channel capacity, and is given as

η =
ΩuT (1 − PL(Td))

ΩrT
(26)

where r = {ri, i = 1, 2, . . . , N} and Ω is the stationary
probability vector of the Markov service rate process.

IV. JOINT QOS PROVISIONING

Since the BL carries the most important information and
has more stringent QoS requirement, the highest priority is
given to BL in resource allocation. By further considering the
granularity of multi-layered ELs and the relatively loose QoS
requirement, we investigate the joint resource allocation and
QoS provisioning for both BL and EL layers.

A. Differentiated QoS provisioning

Given the BL rate allocation, i.e., W1(t), based on either
the assured or the state interleaving (swing) rate allocation
scheme, the residual bandwidth, W2(t) = W −W1(t), which
is also time-varying, can be used for EL transmission. Because
W1(t) for BL is designed based on the partition at corner-
BERs, the residual bandwidth should be calculated based on
the same channel partition method.

Since the packet loss requirement of EL may be less
stringent than that of BL, channel partition for EL can either
inherit BL by using corner-BERs or apply cross-BERs to
obtain higher throughput. If the corner-BER partition is used,
the service rate for EL is

rEL,i = (ki/n)(W − W1,i). (27)
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The EL adaptation is then based on identical channel char-
acteristics and coding rates as BL. This scheme is referred
to as EL-regular adaptation. On the other hand, to fully
utilize the coding gain, cross-BERs can be used for channel
partition. Since EL bandwidth is inherited from BL partition,
when cross-BERs are applied, in each state, there will be two
code rates. To illustrate this, let Bthi and Bthi+1 be two
adjacent SNR thresholds for BL partition, and Ethi′ be the
SNR corresponding to the cross-BER in between. Then, the
code rates for intervals [Bthi, Ethi′) and [Ethi′ , Bthi+1) are
ki/n and ki+1/n, respectively. As a result, there should be
more states for channel fading modelling. This partition is
called EL-extended, because the state space (the number of
states) is extended. Since less conservative coding is applied
in some states in EL-extended, the effective throughput rate,
which is defined as the average rate of EL minus the packet
loss rate (per frame), can be higher for EL-extended than
that for EL-regular. The state space and characteristics of the
resultant Markov service rate process for EL-extended can be
obtained accordingly from the corresponding Markov channel
partitions.

Let MBL and MEL be the generator matrices for the
Markov rate processes of BL and EL, respectively. Let uEL =
{uEL,i}, vEL = {vEL,i} and rEL = {rEL,i} denote the
state dependent EL rate vectors of source, retransmission, and
service, respectively, for i = 1, ..., NEL, where NEL is the
state space size of the EL rate process. For multi-layered video
sources, it can be further assumed that each EL sub-layer has
the same constant source rate cEL. Then the source rate of
EL at state i is uEL,i = li · cEL and the total source rate is
ui = uBL + li · cEL, where li is the number of EL sub-layers
in state i. Note that (uEL,i)’s may or will not necessarily be
bounded by the corresponding service rates. It is possible, or
even desirable from the resource management point of view,
to allow the coexistence of underload and overload states,
to achieve the inter-state multiplexing gain. Therefore, given
higher priority of BL bandwidth allocation as described in
Section III, EL rate allocation is to determine the li’s such
that the residual bandwidth is highly utilized with satisfactory
QoS of all EL sub-layers.

To analyze the queuing behaviors of both BL and EL
buffers, linear differential equations in vector form can be
respectively set for BL and EL queues as

dFBL(x)
dx

= FBL(x)MBLD−1
BL (28)

dFEL(y)
dy

= FEL(y)MELD−1
EL. (29)

In (28), FBL(x) = [FBL,1(x), FBL,2(x), · · · , FBL,NBL(x)],
FBL,i(x) = Pr[X ≤ x, SBL = i], X and SBL are ran-
dom variables denoting the BL buffer occupancy and the
state of BL partition, respectively, DBL = diag.[uBL,i +
vBL,i − rBL,i], 1 ≤ i ≤ NBL, and NBL is the number
of states for BL partition. Similarly, in (29), FEL(y) =
[FEL,1(y), FEL,2(y), · · · , FEL,NEL(y)], FEL,i(y) = Pr[Y ≤
y, SEL = i], Y and SEL are random variables denoting the EL
buffer occupancy and the state of EL partition, respectively,
DEL = diag.[uEL,i + vEL,i − rEL,i], 1 ≤ i ≤ NEL, and
NEL is the number of states for EL partition. The packet

loss rate for BL or EL can be obtained by solving the
respective differential equation (28) or (29), as shown in
Section III-C. Specifically, given the BL QoS requirement
and a constant uBL, the service rate rBL of (28) can be
obtained, so does W1(t). Since the total assigned bandwidth
W is fixed, the available state dependent residual bandwidth
W2(t) = W −W1(t) and rEL can be calculated. Furthermore,
EL adaptation uEL of (29) can be calculated for better channel
efficiency providing satisfactory QoS requirement of ELs.

In the EL-regular adaptation scheme, EL partition is identi-
cal to BL partition so that MEL=MBL. For the EL-extended
scheme, since corner-SNRs are used for BL channel par-
tition and cross-SNRs are used for EL channel partition,
MEL differs from MBL and has to be calculated separately.
In the EL-extended scheme, the PER in the SNR interval
[Bthi, Ethi′), i ∈ NBL, is bounded by the corresponding
corner-PER of BL. To calculate the average PER in the interval
[Ethi′ , Bthi+1) for EL-extended partition, we assume BPSK
modulation with BER = Q(

√
2SNR), where Q(.) is the Q-

function of normal distribution. The mean PER in this interval
is

ε
′
i =

∫ Bthi+1

Ethi′
1
γ0

exp{− γ
γ0
}PERlink(Q(

√
2γ))dγ∫ Bthi+1

Ethi′
1
γ0

exp{− γ
γ0
}dγ

(30)

where PERlink(·) is given by (2). Given the average PER of
a state, the retransmission rate vBL and vEL can be obtained.

B. Integrated QoS provisioning

For practical implementation, BL and ELs may have the
same QoS requirements and are transmitted together. In this
case, the system model in Fig. 1 can be revised by combining
two transmission buffers into one single buffer. The source rate
becomes ui = uBL + li · cEL, i = 1, ...N . Let u = {ui}, v =
{vi} and r = {ri} be the state dependent rate vectors of the
source, retransmission and service, respectively. The channel
partition method can be either based on corner-BERs or cross-
BERs. The objective of rate adaptation is to maximize channel
efficiency, η = ΩuT (1−PL(Td))

ΩrT , in terms of l = {li} with QoS
satisfaction.

We propose a heuristic method to determine the source rate
parameters li as follows.

1) Set initial values of li’s so that all states are underloaded,
i.e., ui + vi ≤ ri, i = 1, ..., N . The two end states,
where the corresponding SNRs are very small and very
large, should be conservatively underloaded, because the
corresponding stationary probabilities may be relatively
large and their average state residence durations may be
longer. These states are difficult to compensate if they
are overloaded.

2) Sort the li’s in ascending order and increase li by 1 in or-
der. Every time one li changes, the following conditions
are checked: (a) traffic intensity ρ = Ω(u+v)T

ΩrT ≤ 1 − δ
and (b) PL(D) ≤ ε, where δ and ε are predefined
thresholds. The first condition guarantees the stability
of the system, and the second one provides the QoS
assurance. Increment of li may cause some states to
become overloaded and deteriorate the packet loss rate.
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Fig. 3. Packet loss probability vs delay bound, integrated BL/EL, PER=0.01.
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Fig. 4. Packet loss probability vs delay bound for various mobilities.

If condition (a) or (b) can not be satisfied, leave the
current li intact and find the next available state for
consideration. The iteration stops when all li’s have been
considered.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, numerical results are presented to evaluate
the proposed adaptive rate allocation schemes for real-time
multi-layered video transmissions. Both suitability and scala-
bility issues are discussed.

A. Simulation parameters

Consider a wireless system with Rayleigh fading channel.
The radio time frame is set to 20 ms. The carrier frequency is
900M Hz. Mobile speed is from 0.5 to 10 km/hour (for speed
larger than 10 km/hour, the average duration of intermediate
states may be very short and few states should be chosen). The
modulation scheme is BPSK. The fading condition is fixed in
each time frame. The available (assigned) bandwidth and the
service (or source) rates are measured in the number of link
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Fig. 5. Transmission efficiency vs delay bound for various mobilities.
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Fig. 6. Packet loss probability vs delay bound, BL adaptation by neighbor-
interleaving.

layer packets per frame, where each packet contains n1 = 20
block code words. Let the assigned bandwidth W = 70
(packets/frame), BL source rate uBL = 20 (packets/frame) and
each EL sub-layer source rate cEL = 10 (packets/frame). EL
sub-layers can be incorporated until the assigned bandwidth
is reached. The BCH block code has a block size n = 256
and information length k ∈ {239 223 199 179 155 131 107
79}. The Markov fading process is partitioned by corner-SNRs
(the corresponding SNRs to corner-BERs). The parameters of
FSMC transition matrix can be evaluated by monitoring the
SNR for a certain amount of time. In our simulation, transition
matrices for mobile speed of 0.5km/hour and 5km/hour are
used as shown on the top of the next page. However, the
stationary probability, Ω=[.2922 .0384 .0617 .0495 .0656
.1006 .1117 .2803], is independent of mobile speed.

B. Integrated and differentiated QoS provisioning

We first consider the integrated transmission of BL and ELs
with the same QoS, and then present the differentiated QoS
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P(0.5km/hour) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

.9888 .0112 0 0 0 0 0 0

.0755 .8382 .0842 0 0 0 0 0
0 .0492 .9009 .0500 0 0 0 0
0 0 .0594 .8802 .0604 0 0 0
0 0 0 .0442 .9103 .0456 0 0
0 0 0 0 .0285 .9457 .0258 0
0 0 0 0 0 .0233 .9576 .0191
0 0 0 0 0 0 .0079 .9921

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

P(5.0km/hour) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

.9043 .0470 .0392 .0084 .0011 0 0 0

.3915 .2298 .2619 .0924 .0205 .0039 0 0

.1739 .1724 .3106 .1949 .1227 .0256 0 0

.0462 .0633 .2543 .2724 .2513 .1085 .0040 0

.0072 .0185 .1345 .1965 .3156 .2995 .0282 0
0 .0026 .0132 .0551 .1970 .4836 .2378 .0106
0 0 0 .0009 .0219 .2092 .5812 .1867
0 0 0 0 0 .0020 .0735 .9245

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.
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Fig. 7. Packet loss probability vs delay bound, BL adaptation by swing-
loaded.

provisioning.
In integrated QoS provisioning, due to the corner-BER

based partition, the average PER of each state is bounded.
Given uBL = 20, uEL = 10, and W = 70, the state dependent
service rate r = [22 29 36 43 49 55 61 65]. In each state,
resource is first allocated for BL transmission; one or more
ELs are then selectively sent using the residual resource based
on the channel state and QoS requirement. For QoS evaluation,
the number of significant eigenvalues J is set to 2. Using
matched sending rate [20 30 40 40 50 60 60 60], when the
channel PER is bounded by 0.01, the packet loss probability
and channel efficiency vs various mobility are shown in Figs.
3, 4, and 5. It can be seen that the analytical and simulation
results agree reasonably well; as mobile speed increases, the
packet loss rate decreases and the channel utilization increases.
This can be explained by Table I, in which the first two rows
of eigenvalues are used in calculating the packet loss rate. It
is observed that the magnitude of eigenvalues become larger
when the mobile speed increases, and this leads to a smaller

TABLE I

SIGNIFICANT EIGENVALUES VS MOBILE SPEED (SPEED UNIT: KM/HOUR)

speed=0.5 speed=1 speed=3 speed=5 speed=10

-.0012 -.0022 -.0073 -.0148 -.0301

-.0091 -.018 -.0572 -.1027 -.1696

-.0615 -.1236 -.3732 -.5364 -.6377

-.1835 -.3357 -.883 -.9567 -1.0889

packet loss rate. This can also be explained as follows. When
the source rate is larger than the service rates in overload
states, the packets are cumulated in the buffer. If the mobile
speed or the fading is slow, the channel condition is likely
to stay in the current state and packet loss occurs when
the duration in an overload state exceeds the delay bound.
However, if the mobile speed is relatively high, the fading
is fast and the channel condition is likely to move to other
states. If the channel status moves from an overload state to
an underload state within the delay bound, the queued packets
can be absorbed in the underload state and the inter-state
multiplexing gain can be achieved. To demonstrate this, we
tabulate the average time duration for each state with respect
to mobile speed, as shown in Table II. It is observed that as
the mobile speed increases, the average time duration in each
state decreases.

In the case of differential QoS provisioning, both neighbor-
interleaving and swing-loaded schemes are evaluated analyti-
cally and by simulation. The tunable parameters α and β are
adjusted to balance the efficiency improvement and QoS. Figs.
6 and 7 show the performance of the neighbor-interleaving
adaption with α = 0.05, β = 0.05 and the swing-loaded
adaptation with α = 0.1, β = 0.05, respectively. It can be
observed that the analytical result is conservatively reasonable
compared with the simulation results. This is because only
two significant eigenvalues are used for the calculation of
the analytical results. For the BL-swing scheme, the queued
packets in the overload states will encounter a series of
underload states because the effect of fading diminishes. On
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TABLE II

AVERAGE TIME DURATION VS MOBILE SPEED (SPEED UNIT: KM/HOUR, TIME UNIT: FRAME)

state 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

speed=1 50.191 3.267 5.192 4.1623 5.6159 9.1229 11.542 63.528

speed=3 16.73 1.089 1.7307 1.3874 1.872 3.041 3.8474 21.176

speed=5 10.038 0.65339 1.0384 0.83246 1.1232 1.8246 2.3084 12.706

speed=8 6.2738 0.40837 0.649 0.52029 0.70199 1.1404 1.4428 7.9411

speed=10 5.0191 0.3267 0.5192 0.41623 0.56159 0.91229 1.1542 6.3528
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Fig. 8. Effective throughput rate for regular and extended EL schemes.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of packet loss probabilities for Rate-adaptation and EC
schemes.

the other hand, when the effect of fading increases, more
packets will be queued since overload states tend to occur
in batch. As long as the state transition (fading rate) is fast,
the queued packets can be quickly released when channel
conditions become good. For EL adaptation, the performance
of both EL-regular and EL-extended schemes are compared.
For the same packet loss rate, it can be seen in Fig. 8 that the
EL-extended scheme can achieve better effective throughput
rate than the EL-regular scheme.

We further compare the proposed rate adaptation schemes
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Fig. 10. Comparison of transmission efficiency for Rate-adaptation and EC
schemes.

with the commonly used EC scheme [12], [13]. For the sake
of generality, we consider the integrated transmission. The
average service rate is 44.16 (calculated by Ω · rT ). Using the
adaptive scheme in Section IV-B, the average source rate is
43 packets/frame. Constraints of 30 and 40 (packets/frame) are
imposed on the source for the EC scheme. The comparisons
are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Fig. 9 shows that
the packet loss rate of EC is worse when the constraint is
relaxed. Even when the constraint is set as low as 30 compared
with the average source rate of 43 in the adaptive scheme,
the packet loss probability is much worse for EC than that
for the adaptive scheme. In addition, as shown in Fig. 10,
for the channel efficiency, the adaptive scheme has superior
performance over EC.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, adaptive rate allocation for scalable multi-
layered video transmission over time-varying wireless chan-
nels has been investigated in terms of channel efficiency and
QoS provisioning. Rate adaptation schemes for integrated and
differentiated BL/EL real-time video transmission have been
proposed. A novel analytical approach based on a Markov
fluid-flow model has been presented to evaluate the QoS
performance in terms of packet loss rate due to delay and
channel error. Simulation results verify the accuracy of the
proposed analytical model and demonstrate the efficiency of
channel utilization.
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